Swingin' Down The Lane
An Old Fashioned Song With a Fox Trot swing

Lyric by Gus Kahn
Music by Isham Jones

"You can't go wrong With any FEIST song"
Here's a real novelty for your piano and you. Try it, buy it and have a lot of fun

**Dusting The Keys**

Words by
J. EDWARD KILALEA

Music by
EDWARD B. CLAYPOOLE

Our maid Hannah plays piano in a funny kind o' way,
When she shakes a nifty dust rag on our baby grand Steinway;
As a maid she's terrible,

\[\text{\textcopyright Leo Feist, Inc.}\]

A song of real charm and romance that you'll surely like

**River Shannon Moon**

A Sweet Ballad In Waltz Time

Words & Music by
WALTER WALLACE SMITH

CHORUS (with expression)

River Shannon Moon I can see thro' my tears,
Shining as the long weary hours turn to years,
Since I strayed far from the old Erin Isle, In my
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Swingin' Down The Lane

Lyric by
GUS KAHN

Music by
ISHAM JONES

Moderato

There's a night-ingale call-ing;
Seems the whole world is mat-in;

Out where moon-beams are fall-in;
While a-lone I keep wait-in;

He's mak-in' love to a red, red rose,
I wan-der down the lane where we start-ed,

I try to leave old mem-ries be-hind-me,
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Lover's Lane where we parted, I'm so unhappy, but no one knows.
But it seems that they find me, Each star above tells me of your eyes.

CHORUS

Everybody hand in hand, Swingin' down the lane, Everybody feelin' grand, Swingin' down the lane, That's the time I miss the bliss That we might have known, Nights like this When I'm all a-

75 SONGS YOU CAN'T FORGET
IN THE FOLIO
"GOOD OLD TIMERS"
At your dealers or order direct
SOMETHING NEW AND DIFFERENT
-one; When the moon is on the rise, Honey I'm so blue,

Watchin' lovers makin' eyes Like we used to do, When the moon is

on the wane Still I'm waitin' all in vain, Should be swingin' down the

lane with you Ev'rybody you.
3 "Blue Ribbon" Music Folios

YOU'LL SURELY ENJOY HAVING

You should also have a copy of the NO. 4 "FEIST DANCE FOLIO," a glance at this partial list of contents will convince you that it contains many of the most popular hits ever published, such as:

"Stumbling"  "Why Should I Cry Over You"
"Hot Lips"   "Three O'Clock in the Morning" (Waltz)
"Toot, Toot, Tootsie"  "All For the Love of Mike"
"Georgia"  "Wake Up Little Girl, You're Just Dreaming"
"Tricks"  "When the Leaves Come Tumbling Down" (Fox Trot)
"Virginia Blues"
As well as 20 others almost as good.

The "GOOD OLD TIMERS"

folio contains "75 songs you can't forget" and is just about the "last word", insofar as music folios are concerned, and is without doubt "in a class by itself."

It is impossible (in this limited space) to give a complete list of contents, but we urge you to look a copy over the next time you are in a music store. We are almost sure you will say, as have so many others, "Why wasn't something of this kind published years ago?" You will, of course, notice that "GOOD OLD TIMERS" is a song folio, as well as a dance folio, a new departure in music folios—unless we are mistaken—and a "feature" that is likely to have many imitators.

If your dealer should not have "GOOD OLD TIMERS" in stock, as yet, send us 50 cents for one—postpaid—and if you are not more than satisfied with it, return it and we will refund the 50 cents.

The New No. 5 Dance Folio Now Ready!

Contains a remarkable collection of the latest hits including:

"Crying for You"  "Carolina Mammy"
"Runnin' Wild"  "Loose Feet"
"Apple Sauce"  "Peggy Dear"
"Wonderful One"  "When the Leaves Come Tumbling Down"
"Bees Knees"  "River Shannon Moon"
"Coal Black Mammy"  "Snake's Hips"
"Journey's End"  "Goodnight Waltz"
"Saw Mill River Road"  "All Muddled Up"
"You've Got to See Mamma Every Night"  "Flower of Arabia"

and 13 other well-known songs.

Above folios on sale at all good music shops, or you may order direct, at 50 cents each, postpaid.
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"You Can't Go Wrong With Any Feist Song"